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Abstract	

 

Controlling a manufacturing cell is a complex task to. A manufacturing system could 

be regarded as a discrete event system from flow and control perspective. However, 

it’s a rather intractable to model it analytically for behavior analysis and control 

development.   

 

It is necessary to generate a control to ensure every part of the manufacturing cell do 

the right activity at the right time and make sure that various operations are 

coordinated and with the right sequence. This is the task of cell control to which 

programmable logic controllers (PLC) play a role.  

 

Though much success have been achieved in simplifying the development of work of 

PLC’s by standardization there are still outstanding issues in interoperability of 

programs from different vendors and long development time particularly for code 

generation, validation and commissioning.  

 

So in this thesis, an attempt has been made to address these issues in a new way to 

create, verify and validate PLC program using Matlab/Simulink and CoDeSys. The 

model that generated from Stateflow environment is based on finite state machine 

theory. With the finite state machine model a manufacturing cell could be described 

as a graphical group of states and the transitions between each two states. It is clearly 

to show sequential relation of states and activities in Stateflow model. It also shows 

where the manufacturing process begins with a default transition. It is easy to alter 

every part of models when necessary. It is easy to translate PLC code automatically 

by Matlab after every altering. In this thesis it also discusses how to verify the PLC 

code by CoDeSys after creating PLC code from Stateflow models.  
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1. Introduction 
 

 

1.1 Background 
 

It is a complex task to control a manufacturing system. A manufacturing system is a 

group of people, machinery, material, method and environment; who combines with a 

huge number of information from material planning of production to the physical 

operation control of production line. From flow and control perspective a 

manufacturing system could be regarded as a discrete event system. It is hard to find a 

mathematical way of controlling or modeling all of the variables involved in the 

system. Also the complexity is still high even for manufacturing cells which have 

limited operations. A manufacturing cell usually comprises operator, robot, machine, 

work table, conveyor, and appropriate tools. Controlling a manufacturing cell means 

first to model the cell as discrete event system such as Finite State Machine. The state 

of the cell or the cell components such as warm-up, start, pause, idle, stop and the 

conditions which trigger the state changes should be captured.[1] 

 

 

Figure 1 Example of state change and condition of change 

 

Figure 1 here shows what a state change is and a simple condition as an example. 

Such model is the background for the control system development. The 

decomposition of the states and the conditions in terms of each of the cells hardware 

component becomes the blueprint for the control system to be developed. From these 

conditions and state transition a control code (program) is generated. This program 

tells every part of the manufacturing cell do the right activity at the right time and 

make sure that various operations are coordinated and take place in with the right 

sequence. We named this kind of program is cell control. To fulfill the task of 

controlling a manufacturing cell, lots of cell controllers, a kind of computer software 
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environment, have been developed. And the programmable logic controller (PLC) is 

one kind of popular cell controller.  

 

Before PLC, to control those activities of a manufacturing cell, one must use huge 

amount of cam timers, dedicated closed-loop controllers, drum sequencers, and relays. 

At the 1970s early PLCs were designed as a replacement of relay logic systems. 

However, nowadays, the PLC has been the main method of control of sequential relay, 

moving, process, and distributed systems in many industries. Today many controller 

designers, like Siemens and Festo, develop their own software environment to design 

and generate PLC program. The method of generating PLC code used by applicators 

now will be discussed in chapter 2.[2] 

 

With the experience of using the cell controllers, Kagan(1988) states five 

requirements from the users of cell controllers’ views. Two of these requirements are 

programmability and standard. The programmability means that one cell controller 

should suit for the manufacturing engineering skill-set, and should supply the 

development environment of cell controller in easy-to-use graphic language. And the 

standard is important to fulfill the task of opening the system.  

 

Unfortunately, almost every PLC designer develops a similar but unique notation 

language. So it is impossible to transfer PLC program from one to another software 

environment. It is hard to understand each other when communicate with other 

programmers who use the different software environment or read a program generated 

from a strange software environment. In addition, there are many PLC standard has 

been published and it can be generated PLC code by each standard. However, it is not 

a necessary knowledge for every user that they just focus on what is the relationship 

and sequential relation when control a manufacturing cell. 
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Figure 2 The relationship between different systems in this thesis 
 

So in this thesis, there is an attempt to show some examples of how users generate 

PLC code and discuss some disadvantages of these ways. To fulfill the task of 

eliminating these disadvantages, a new way to automatically create and to verify PLC 

program with the interface of Matlab-CoDeSys is suggested. With this way suggested, 

using the Stateflow sub-environment of Matlab to generate PLC program and 

verification and validation such code by CoDeSys. The model that generated from 

Stateflow environment is based on finite state machine theory. With the finite state 

machine model a manufacturing cell could be described as a graphical group of states 

and the transitions between each two states. It is clearly to show sequential relation of 

states and activities in Stateflow model. It also shows where the manufacturing 

process begins with a default transition. It is easy to alter every part of models when 

necessary. It is easy to translate PLC code automatically by Matlab after every 

altering. In this thesis it also discusses how to verify the PLC code by CoDeSys after 

creating PLC code from Stateflow models.  

 

1.2 Objective/purpose 

 

1. Do the research of the sequential relation of manufacturing system. 

 

2. Generate discrete event models basing on the sequential relationship. 

 

Plc Code 

 

Library of Control 

codes 
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3. Code a generation of validation scheme for PLC code. Learn the PLC standard of 

IEC 61131. Study the interface between discrete event model and PLC code. 

 

4. Module library to simplify code generation and reliability of model. The library 

combined with different models that others could use them directly. 

 

1.3 Main Question 

 

Can a valid library of control codes be automatically generated from state flow 

models that can be used to build control system of a manufacturing cell.   

 

1.4 Limitation 

 

In this thesis, it is just generated library of control code of conveyor and gantry to 

verify the feasibility of this new method. However, a large manufacturing system 

usually composes different subsystem. And each subsystem can be controlled by 

many controllers. One subsystem comprise different component, for instance, 

conveyor, gantry, machinery and robots. However, in this thesis, it just discusses how 

to build models of conveyor and gantry. It supplies limited models to introduce the 

way to translate and to verify PLC code. For the whole system, too many parts are not 

mentioned in this project because of the limited time. 
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Figure 3 Examples of Conveyors [3][4] 

 

1.5 Methodology  

 

The project methodology is defined by three phases including Pre-study of the 

manufacturing cell, Generation of models & Translation of PLC code, and 

Verification and validation of PLC code, which will be clearly described in the 

following sections. 

 

This project lasts for approximately six months and in different time periods are 

involved different tasks and purpose. The timeline are shown in general in Figure4.  

 
Figure 4 Period of this project 

 

In the first period, the main task is learning knowledge and reading material. There 

are some subtasks in this period. One is analyzing the sequential relation among the 

manufacturing system. And then learn how to create models via Simulink and 

Stateflow and how to generate PLC code automatically. Also look for a suitable way 

Pre study of the 
manufacturing cell

Generation of models

& 

Translation of PLC code

Verification and 
validation of PLC code
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to verification and validation of PLC codes. After deciding to use the CoDeSys as the 

tool to verify and validate PLC program, learn the CoDeSys system is to be another 

pre-study task. 

 

After finishing the first period tasks, it begins to simulation. In this project the 

modeling means that translate temporal manufacturing cell into finite state machines 

models in Stateflow environment. After this translation temporal equipments are 

appeared as abstract model. The modeling stage spends the most time in the whole 

program and also the most complicated time. It is necessary that one has to think all 

kind of behavior of the whole production process and to adjust factors basing on 

different environment. When finishing simulation of models, translate them into PLC 

code automatically by Matlab. 

 

The final phase of the project is Verification and validation of PLC code. Compare the 

advantages and disadvantages between this project and previous related works. And 

verify the results of running PLC codes. Compare the results between PLC codes and 

Stateflow models.  

 

1.6 Frame of reference 

 

a. Select a target part in one cell manufacturing cell 

 

The first task of this project is selection of one manufacturing cell to build model. So 

many different components combine in one complex manufacturing system. It is 

impossible to generate models for each part. So it is necessary to choose one unique 

manufacturing cell could be represented all of sequential relation in manufacturing 

system. In this thesis select conveyor represent sequential equipment to build model. 

Conveyor is a kind of simple equipment but is a necessary one in production system. 

Except the conveyor when simulate production system people can add other robots 

and necessary machinery. When simulate other models people could refer the 
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conveyor models mentioned in this thesis and use the similar sequential relation as 

reference.  

 

b. Simulation 
 

Simulation is a popular way used to verify and validate models of simulating the 

temporal manufacturing system. In any temporal manufacturing system there is large 

number of signals to control every part of the system. It is restricted to use the real 

temporal logical relation in simulation and to compare the result of simulation with 

the temporal system.[5] 

 

In this thesis almost all of models are realized by Stateflow. Stateflow is an 

environment of building graphical finite state machine. The model that generated 

from Stateflow environment is based on finite state machine theory. With the finite 

state machine model a manufacturing cell could be described as a graphical group of 

states and the transitions between each two states. It is clearly to show the sequential 

relation among states and how transitions effected by events that defined by some 

rules of operation. It also shows where the manufacturing process begins with a 

default transition. Stateflow represented by graphical objects and tables to simulate 

how the Stateflow models reply on events, conditions, and signals inputting from 

Simulink.[6] 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 Chart of frame of reference 
 

c. PLC  

 

PLC is the abbreviation of programmable logic controller. Using the PLC code can 

control manufacturing processes, such as control of machine, assembly lines, gantry, 

or other sequential process. PLC code can be used in many industries and machinery. 

Translate Stateflow 

model  PLC code 
Verify

CoDeSys 
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The PLC is usually arranged for large number of inputs and output signals.  

 

 
Figure 6 Example of a ladder diagram 

 

Today the popular PLC standard is IEC 61131-3 which is published by the 

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), In this standard there are five main 

programming languages which include Ladder diagram (LD), Function block diagram 

(FBD), Structured text (ST), Instruction list (IL), and Sequential function chart 

(SFC).[2] 

 

d. CoDeSys 

 

CoDeSys is a kind of software developed by a German company 3s-software. With 

the CoDeSys people could program and also verify and validate PLC code according 

to the standard of IEC 61131-3. The CoDeSys system supports five main 

programming languages which include Ladder diagram (LD), Function block diagram 

(FBD), Structured text (ST), Instruction list (IL), and Sequential function chart (SFC). 

And additionally in CoDeSys it is also supports Continuous Function Chart (CFC) 

basing on the Function block diagram (FBD). [7] 

 

In this project the CoDeSys is as a tool of verification and validation of PLC code 
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translated from Stateflow models. CoDeSys could show the results of the PLC code 

and also could generate graphical chart to show the result automatically. Comparing 

with the results of Stateflow models it could test whether the whole scheme of 

creating PLC code is right or not. [8] 

 

 

2. Review Previous Work 
 

2.1 Methods of generating PLC code 
 
Uses, focus on different area, implement differential methods when generate PLC 
program. But most of them are similar. Summarized most normal methods are listed 
below: 
 

1 Make a process description to determine how many input and output 

devices required in the process.[9] 

 

 
Figure 7 Example of a process description [10] 

 

2 Make a list of important data of the process such as the input devices, the 

output devices, the numbers of steps and each transition and action. Figure 

out every output device controlled by which input device. Two types of list 

shown below: 
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Figure 8 Example of information list [11] 

 

3 Write the PLC program. Match the steps with right transitions and actions. 

And decide which step is the initial rung. Organize all of steps with the 

transitions and actions in the right controlling sequences of the process.  

 

 
Figure 9 Example of a ladder diagram [10] 

 
 

4 Test the PLC program.  
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2.2 Examples of PLC program  
 

a. Simple PLC code: write an instruction list of to memorize the number (4000) in a 
location, and the number (41) in another location. Divide these two locations and 
memorize the result in a new location. 
 

 
Figure 10 Example of an instruction list [12] 

 
b. Ladder diagram: create a program to ascend the counter by one with each pulse of 
rising edge generated by a pulse generator named SM0.4, and descend another 
counter by the same pulse. 

 

Figure 11 Example of a ladder diagram [12] 
 

c. Pulse output of a PLC code: write a program for two timers output. TON is the 
output on with (TON = 10 sec.) and TOFF is the output off with (TOFF = 10 sec.) 
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Figure 12 Example of a pulse output of a PLC code [13] 
 

2.3 Disadvantages of such method 
 

a. Volume of codes 

Like the first example stated in section 2.2, it is just to memorize two numbers, it has 

to write a PLC program comprises seven lines of sentences. And others two examples 

of counter and timers are two kinds of simplest devices in manufacturing cell. 

However all of them need to be written so much lines of code. It could be imagined 

that, follow the steps discussed in section 2.1, if generate one PLC program to control 

a normal manufacturing cell, it is possible to create one PLC program by thousands 

and hundreds of lines of code. It is possible to fine some errors in such big program 

when testing or running the manufacturing cell. When a problem takes place in the 

program it is hard to replace them or to do some altering.  

 

b. Interoperability of codes 

Almost every PLC designer develops a similar but unique notation system. So it is 

impossible to transfer PLC program from one to another software environment. It is 

hard to understand each other when communicate with other programmers who use 

the different software environment or read a program generated from a strange 

software environment.  

 

c. Multilingualism of codes 

Different PLC language systems are supported by different PLC standard. From 
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1970s, when the PLC code invented, more and more new PLC standard are published. 

However it is impossible that the user or the applicators familiar and understand every 

type of standard. Even if, today, the very popular PLC standard is IEC 61131-3 which 

is published by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), In this standard 

there are five main programming languages which include Ladder diagram (LD), 

Function block diagram (FBD), Structured text (ST), Instruction list (IL), and 

Sequential function chart (SFC). Everybody can create PLC code by any language of 

these five. But if users want to read or understand one PLC code they should familiar 

with each kind of language. It is not a necessary knowledge for every user that they 

just focus on what is the relationship and sequential relation when control a 

manufacturing cell. 

 

 

3. Automatic PLC Code Generation and validation 
 

The figure below illustrates the main steps for the automatic PLC code generation and 

validation. In this project the process is including three main steps which are, firstly, 

generate models of cell as Finite State Machine and in this case using the Stateflow 

tool in Matlab/Simulink; secondly, translate the generated models into PLC code 

automatic by Matlab; finally, verify PLC code by CoDeSys. Each step will be further 

explained in the subsequent sections.  

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13 Steps of generation and validation of PLC code 
 

3.1 Generate models of cell 
 

To control a manufacturing cell one PLC program tells every part of the 

manufacturing cell do the right activity at the right time and make sure that various 

operations are coordinated and take place in with the right sequence. 

Model the cell 
Translate model 

into PLC 
Verify PLC code 
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At before applicators when generate one new PLC program should build some tables 

as described in section 2.1 to show the relationship between states. It is not an 

accurate and concise way to understand the relationship inside in a manufacturing cell. 

As a result, in this case, the first step is to model the cell as a Finite State Machine and 

in this case using the state flow tool in Matlab/Simulink. Via Finite State Machine 

models, a manufacturing cell will be shown more distinct and clearly to everybody 

who want to learn, control and improve such cells. 

 

3.1.1 Stateflow Diagram Objects  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 14 Stateflow Diagram Objects 
 

In a Stateflow diagram, there are finite states, data, events, conditions and hierarchies 

and execute-orders. Before describe how to generate a Stateflow model, following 

will be shown the detail of the construction of the Stateflow first. 

 

a. States 

 

State is a kind of graphical objects that describe some parameters (like warm up) of a 

system (like a conveyor) at a particular moment. State is changed by some event takes 

Exclusive (OR) state 

Transition 

Connective 

junction 

(decision point)

Execute order 

Condition action Transition action 

Parallel  （AND）state 

Default transition 

Event 

Condition  Output order
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place or some activity occurs.  

 

In a state when events and conditions changed all of activities and inactivity of the 

state will be changed base on them. Every state has its parent state. Like figure**, the 

distribute state is the parent state of the dis_1state and the dis_2 state. If there is only 

one component in a Stateflow chart, the state is the parent state of itself. Because of 

the hierarchy one could generate complex Stateflow diagram.[15][16] 

 

 
Figure 15 Example of parent state and substates 

 

In a State there is a label named action type. When trigger the state who will execute 

an action basing on the label. A state provides four species of action they are entry 

(en), during (du), and exit (ex) shown below: 

 

 

Figure 16 Example of types of actions 

 

When the charts awaken, the state warm_up is active because of the default 

transition. 

A: if the event idle does not occur, the during action (du:w=1) of the state 

warm_up execute and the whole chart goes back to sleep. 

B:1. If the event idle occurs the state warm_up is inactive and the state idle is 
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active, and the entry action (en:t=1) of state idle execute 

2. When the condition [w==1] is true the state idle is inactive and the state 

running is active. 

3a. If the event check is not detected the. Since the condition [id==1] is true, 

the self-loop transition of execute order 2 is executed. 

3b. When the event check is detected the exit action (ex:id=1) of state 

running execute. 

4. The state running turns inactive and the state stop turns active. 

 

There are also two kinds of states: parallel (AND) and exclusive (OR) states. The 

figure 17 shows one parallel (AND) state, both state feeder and state alarm can 

run together at the same time. However, figure18 shows an example of exclusive (OR) 

states. The state forward and state wait, at any one time, just only one can be 

executed. 

 

 

Figure 17 Parallel State Example 

 

 

Figure 18 Exclusive State Example 

 

b. Events 

 

An event is not a graphical object which could drive some execution in one Stateflow 

diagram. Every event has to be defined before using it. The occurrence of an event 

causes the status of the states in the Stateflow diagram to be evaluated. The broadcast 
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of an event can trigger a transition to occur or can trigger an action to be executed. 

 

In the figure of event object shown below, the transition from state running to state 

stop is marked by the event breakdown which could trigger the transition to 

execute. 

 

 
Figure 19 Event Object Example 

 

c. Conditions 

 

A condition is a Boolean expression specifying that a transition occurs, given that the 

specified expression is true.  

 

In the figure 20 [t==1] represents a condition. This condition is a kind of Boolean 

expression. When the Stateflow system decides that the [t==1] is true, the transition 

from state idle to state running could execute. 

 

 

 

Figure 20 Condition Object Example 

 

d. Transitions 

 

A transition is a way to transfer information between two states. With the arrow’s 

direction a transition links the starting state and the destination state. A transition 

begins from the starting state and ends by the destination state. Four parts combine a 

Condition 

Event 
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transition; they are event, condition, condition action and transition action. On a 

transition-line these four components look like that “event[condition]{condition 

action}/transition action”. Following are discussed the detail of event, condition and 

action accordingly. 

 

e. Default Transitions 

 

Default transition means that in an exclusive (OR) parent state which one should be 

triggered first among all of the substates when the parent state executed every time. 

 

For example, in figure 21 if there is no default transition existed, when the superstate 

part triggered, the system do not know, next, which one, among the four substates, 

should be triggered first. Because of the default transition labeled on the substate 

warm_up, every time the superstate executes the substate warm_up will be triggered 

first of all of the substates. 

 

  

 

Figure 21 Example of Default Transition 

 

f. Actions 

An action will be occurred as a part of one transition when a Stateflow diagram 

triggered. In figure 22, between the state running and the state stop the transition 

labeled with empty/arr=0 and empty[arr==2]. 

 

In this example below, two types of actions are shown; they are condition action 

{al=1} and transition action /a=0. 

Default Transition 
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Figure 22 An Action Object Example 

 

g. Hierarchy 

 

With the Hierarchy one could generate more complicated structure of Stateflow 

system. A hierarchical structure usually decreases the amount of transitions and 

makes the process of generating model more convenient. And also this hierarchy 

structure make the reader understand the Stateflow model easily. 

 

Because of the hierarchy, charts can be, as a subchart, included within charts. 

Similarly, states can include many other states. 

As figure 23 shown below the state conveyor is the superstate and the state 

warm_up, idle, running, stop and breakdown are five substates. These four 

substates comprise the superstate. In the hierarchical structure the conveyor state is 

the parent state of these four substates. When the superstate of conveyor triggered, 

the substate warm_up executes firstly because of the default transition. 

 

 
Figure 23 Example of Hierarchy 

 

 

Condition action

Transition action
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h. Parallelism 

 

There are also two kinds of states: parallel (AND) and exclusive (OR) states. The 

figure 24 shows the parallel (AND) and the exclusive (OR) states. In an exclusive 

(OR) diagram, at any one time, just one state is running. However, in a parallel (AND) 

structure, all of the states are running together at the same time. 

 

A parallel structure system includes two or more states. And all of these states can be 

triggered together at the same time. But these parallel states are independent by each 

other. 

 

In the figure 24, State part_one and State part_two are parallel (AND) states. The 

state idle_three in superstate part_one has parallel (AND) state decomposition. 

 

 

Figure 24 Example of Parallel Structure 
 

i. Connective Junctions 

 

A Connective junction is one decision point. The connective junction can make a 

decision when receive signal from upstream. To decide which information from the 

upstream state is right or which way the signal should go. 
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The following figure 25 shows two kinds of connective junctions. The following two 

if codes show that how a connective junction makes a decision.  

part_two state:                      part_three state: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 25 An Example of Connective Junctions 

 

3.1.2 How to develop the model 

 

In Stateflow environment, modeling means that translate a manufacturing cell into 

finite state machines and flow charts. After such translation temporal equipment is 

transformed into an abstract model. The modeling stage spends the most time in the 

whole program and also the most complicated time. It is necessary that one has to 

think all kind of behavior of the whole production process and to adjust factors basing 

on different environment. 

 

Next, some parts of the model of this project picked to illustrate how to build and 

understand a model step by step. 

if Detect 
if [al==1] 
else if [y==1] 

if Detect 
else if [x==1] 
else if [w==2] 
        if [al==1]  

Connection junction 

Connection junction
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a. Events and Action 

 

Figure 26 A part of a model of conveyor 

 

At first, the Stateflow chart above is active. The substate idle is active. The data t 

comes from the outside of the chart. The breakdown and idle are two events 

controlling by blocks from the outside of the Stateflow chart. 

 

1.When the condition [t==1] is true, Then the transition between state idle and 

running is valid, so state running is active. State running during action 

(du:id=1) executes. Since the condition [id==1] is true, the self-loop transition 

of execute order 2 is executed. 

 

2.When the event breakdown occurs, the state stop is active and the state 

running is inactive, State stop entry action (en:z=1) execute. 

 

3.If, at first, the condition [t==1] is false, the chart checks to see whether other 

transition valid. At the same time if the event idle occurs, the transition 

between the state idle and stop is valid. So the state stop active and the state 

idle is inactive. 

 

4.State stop entry action (en:z=1) execute. 
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Figure 27 Example of event actions 

 

At first, the parent state conveyor above is inactive. The event empty is active. 

 

After waking up, the Stateflow chart examines any valid transition: 

1.Because the substate warm_up is active, state warm_up entry action 

(en:x=1) execute.  

 

2.So the condition [x==1] is true. 

 

3.Then the transition between state warm_up and idle is valid, so state idle is 

active. 

 

4.After one second, the state of idle is inactive and the state running is active. 

 

5.State running entry action (en:arr=2) execute.  

 

6.Then between the state running and state stop a valid transition is detected. 

The condition [arr==2] is true. State running is inactive. 

 

7.When the state stop active, State stop entry action (en:arr=1) execute. 

 

8.Next, between the state running and state stop a valid transition is detected 

because of the event empty occurs. And then the state stop turns inactive.  
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9.The transition action arr=0 is executed and completed. 

 

10.Then return to the step 5 to repeat the process again. 

 

b. Exclusive States 

 

In this project, warm_up, idle, running and stop are four core states in all kinds of 

conveyor. The following figure 28 shows the general relationship among these four 

states. All of other types of models are generated from this simplest model. 

 

 

Figure 28 Example of a parallel state 

 

At first, the Stateflow chart above is inactive. The substate Warm_up is active 

because of the default transition. The data id is a data output to simulink to account 

how many products transferring to downstream. And the data arri and Switch are two 

kinds of data input from the simulink. 

 

After waking up, the Stateflow chart examines any valid transition: 

1.Because the substate Warm_up is active, State Warm_up entry action 

(en:id=0) execute.  
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2.So the condition [id==0] is true. 

 

3.Then the transition between state Warm_up and Idle is valid, so state Idle is 

active. State Idle entry action (en:arri=1) executes and complete. 

 

4.Then the transition between state Idle and Running is valid, so state Running 

is active. 

 

5.State Running entry action (en:id=1) executes. Since the 
condition [id==1] is true, the self-loop transition is executed. 

 

 
Figure 29 Block of Switch in Simulink 

 

In the Simulink use a block Switch shown above to generate the data of Switch. 

When the block of Switch select the digital zero the condition [Switch==0] is 

true, then the transition between state Idle and Running is valid, so state 

Running is active. State Stop is active.  

 

When the block of Switch select the digital one the condition [Switch==1] is 

true, the transition between state Stop and Warm_up is valid, so state 

Warm_up is active again. The chart begins a new process. 
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c. Parallel State 

 

 

Figure 30 Example of a parallel state 
 

At first, the whole Stateflow chart is asleep. Parallel substates 

distribute_1.warm_up_1 and distribute_2.warm_up_2 are active at the same 

time. And the condition [m==1] is true. 

 

The State Conveyor has two substates named distribute_1 and distribute_2. The 

execute order are marked at the top-right corner of each substate. And the order in 

each child state basing on the direction of each arrow. 

 

1. In state distribute_1 

a. Because the substate warm_up_1 is active, State warm_up_1 entry action 

(en:x=1) execute.  

b. So the condition [x==1] is true. 

c. The transition between state warm_up_1 and Idle_1 is valid, so state idle_1 

is active.  

d. Because of the condition [m==1] is true. The transition between state idle_1 

and running_1 is valid, so state running_1 is active. 

e. State running_1 entry action (en:arr=1) execute.  

f. Since the condition [arr==1] is true, the self-loop transition is executed. 
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g. When the event Detect occurs, the state running is inactive and the state 

stop_1 is active. 

h. When the event fix_ready_1 occurs, the state stop_1 is inactive and the 

state warm_up_1 is active. The child chart begins a new process again. 

 

2. In state distribute_2 

a. Because the substate warm_up_2 is active, State warm_up_2 entry action 

(en:z=1) execute.  

b. So the condition [z==1] is true. 

c. The transition between state warm_up_2 and Idle_2 is valid, so state idle_2 

is active.  

d. Because of the condition [m==1] is true. The transition between state idle_2 

and running_2 is valid, so state running_2 is active. 

e. State running_2 entry action (en:arri=1) execute.  

f. Since the condition [arri==1] is true, the self-loop transition is executed. 

g. When the event Detect occurs, the state running is inactive and the state 

stop_2 is active. 

h. When the event fix_ready_2 occurs, the state stop_2 is inactive and the 

state warm_up_2 is active. This child chart also begins a new process again. 

                                                     

3.2 How to generate PLC code from Matlab 

 

The process chart below illustrates the work flow of translation of Stateflow models 

into PLC code discussed in this thesis. Every step will be explained detailed in further 

sections. 
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Figure 31 Work flow chart of translating models into PLC codes 

 

Step 1 Generate one subsystem 

 
Figure 32 Generate subsystem 

 

 

 

Generate subsystem

Enable “treat as 

atomic unit” 

Change subsystem 

to overstriking 

Check 

Compatibility

Alter fault basing on 

the result 

No

Yes

Generate PLC 

codes 

Alter fault basing on 

the result 

PLC codes generated 

successfully 

No

Yes
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      Step 2 Enable “treat as atomic unit” to generate code 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 Enable “treat as atomic unit” to generate code 
 

 

 

     Step 3 The subsystem change to overstriking 

 

 

Figure 34 The subsystem change to overstriking 
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Step 4 Choose the option “ Check Subsystem Compatibility” 

 

 
Figure 35 Choose the option “ Check Subsystem Compatibility” 

 

Step 5 Checking result 

 

 
Figure 36 Checking result 

 

The figure 36 above shows the result of checking the compatibility of PLC. Like the 

picture shows above the blue sign of checking result means that the PLC 

compatibility check passed, otherwise the red sign means that errors occur and the 

PLC compatibility check failed. And it is necessary to check the model follow by 

result report. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sign of checking result 
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Step 6 Generate PLC code for subsystem 

 

 
Figure 37 Generate PLC code for subsystem 

 

In this step, there are three options. They are “generate code for sybsystem”, 

“generate and import code for subsystem” and “generate, import, and verify code for 

subsystem”. 

 

Generate code for sybsystem means just generate PLC code and save automatically in 

Matlab file folder. 

 

Generate and import code for subsystem means that after generating the PLC code the 

code will be imported into one target IDE automatically. (in this thesis the target 

system is CoDeSys) 

 

Generate, import, and verify code for subsystem means that after importing into the 

CoDeSys the IDE system will verify the PLC code automatically. 

 

After choosing one option the figure below will be appeared meaning that the 

generation of PLC code is successful. 
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Figure 38 The result of PLC code generation 

 

3.3 To verify the PLC code using CoDeSys 

 

 
Figure 39 The result of importing PLC code into CoDeSys 

 

The figure shown above is the desktop of CoDeSys. From the window the imported 

result showing those 0 error and 0 warning(s). 
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Figure 40 The structure tree of a program 

 

These four POUs are generated automatically in the process of generating PLC code 

and of importing PLC code into the CoDeSys. Each POU comprises with one 

declaration part and one function body. 

 

 
Figure 41 The declaration part and the function body 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Declaration part 

Function body 
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3.3.1 State in CoDeSys 

 

 
Figure 42 States in CoDeSys 

 

In the CoDeSys function body one state of Stateflow begins with the keyword 

Subsystem_IN. 

 

3.3.2 Event in CoDeSys 

 

 

Figure 43 Events in CoDeSys 

 

For each Stateflow event is defined as DINT variable in CoDeSys declaration part. In 

Figure43, the Stateflow event is shown with the syntax of IF…THEN in the function 

body part. 

 

3.3.3 Data in CoDeSys 

 

For each boolean variable in Stateflow, both input and output data are defined as 

BOOL variable in CoDeSys declaration part. In Figure44, the Stateflow data input 

from/output to Simulink and local data of Stateflow are shown with their syntax in 

State Idle 

State Breakdown 

Declaration of event 

Event in function body
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CoDeSys declaration parts. These variables are defined as in Stateflow models. If a 

variable was not defined in Stateflow models, the variable will not be appeared here. 

 

 

Figure 44 Data in CoDeSys 

 

3.3.4 Condition in CoDeSys 

 

 
Figure 45 Condition in CoDeSys 

 

The syntax for one condition of Stateflow chart in the CoDeSys system is shown in 

the picture above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Local data in Stateflow 

Output to Simulink 

Input from Simulink 

  Condition in CoDeSys 
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3.3.5 Action and Transition in CoDeSys 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46 PLC code translated in CoDeSys 
 

For each action and transition data is defined as the type of defining in Stateflow. In 

Figure46 above, the Stateflow transition and action is shown with the syntax of 

IF…THEN in the function body part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transition and  
Action in CoDeSys 
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3.3.6 Graphical results of CoDeSys 

 

 
Figure 47 Results of CoDeSys 

 

The results of running PLC code translated from Stateflow chart can be read from the 

chart above. This chart named the sampling trace. The chart includes many elements 

which are the sign of each Boolean variable, how many times of simulating the model 

in this PLC code, the results of the simulation, the name of each variable and how 

many samples in this running PLC code. 

 

3.4 Library of Conveyor 

 

As indicated earlier, the purpose of this work is to develop a library of modular 

control codes that can facilitate the design and development of a manufacturing cell. 

The library is structured in such a way that various conveyor types in use in the 

industry are identified and a control code is developed using the IEC 61131_1 

standard. The conveyor parts identified and modeled in this work includes:  

 

a. Parts conveyor 

b. Distribute conveyor 

c. Operational conveyor 

 

In the further section some picture and Finite State Machine models will show detail 

about every kind of conveyor in this library. 

Sign of   

boolean 

variables 

Numbers of samples

Times of simulations

Results of   

simulation 

Names of variables 
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a. Parts conveyor: some parts combined into one whole conveyor. Each part runs 

independently. Each of them can warm-up, run, wait, idle and pause and stop just by 

itself and does not disturb by each other.  

 

 

Figure 48 Example of parts conveyor[26] 
 

 
Figure 49 Finite State Machine model of parts conveyor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conveyor part 

Conveyor part 

Conveyor part 
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b. Distribute conveyor: one main conveyor and limited distribute conveyor. Helped 

with some sensor or scanner to distinguish the types of the products on the main 

conveyor and distribute the right kind of goods to the right destination. 

 

Figure 50 Example of distribute conveyor system [27] 
 

 
Figure 51 Finite State Machine model of distribute conveyor system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main conveyor 

Distribute part 

Distribute part 

Distribute part 
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c. Operational conveyor: In this type of model, in the state of stop operator could 

do some operation and inspection on the product. After finishing the appropriate 

activity the state should transfer to state running and a set of new parts arrived and 

the whole process repeat again. 

 

Figure 52 Example of operational conveyor [28] 
 

 
Figure 53 Finite State Machine model of operational conveyor 

 

3.5 To use the library/implementation 

 

In any manufacturing cell a conveyor is an essential part. This thesis discusses three 

main groups and a certain number of sub-groups of conveyor. Users can use these 

models by two ways. Firstly, use them directly when need controlling or simulating 

conveyor without test them again. The other way is that users can add new element 

such as robots, machine with these conveyor models to build a complex 

manufacturing cell models via the new method suggested in this thesis. Both the 

library and the new method could help users spend less time to control or to simulate 

manufacturing cell than before. 

 

 

Conveyor 

Operators 
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3.6 Main Contribution 

 

In this thesis, it is just discussed the feasibility of generating PLC code automatically 

from Stateflow models. Then build a library of control codes basing on this new 

method to support that the new method is feasible. The library is simplified the code 

generation and increasing the reliability of model. Any programmer could use the 

models of this library directly without generation and verification again. They also 

could add any necessary element like robots as they want with the model to simulate 

and to control a more complicated manufacturing cell. 

 

Also, applicators can generate PLC code basing on this new method to control a 

sequential object of a manufacturing cell. It is more brief and concise since the 

process of translating PLC code from Stateflow models is automatically that prevent 

grammar errors when create PLC code. And it does not need to learn the PLC 

standard of generating PLC code that users only need to understand the sequential 

relation of the process to be controlled. It also takes a shorter time than the traditional 

way while creating PLC program. 

 

 

4. Future work 

 

In this thesis it just discusses the model of conveyor and gantry. The future work 

should continue build other models in manufacturing cells such as robots, machines, 

and some kinds of AGV by the way discussed in this thesis. 

 

In the future it should import the PLC code into a PLC device to control a temporal 

conveyor even using the same way to control a real manufacturing cell and system. 
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5. Conclusion 

 

In thesis it discuss a new way to generate PLC code to control manufacturing cell 

even complicated manufacturing system. Because of the development of computer 

both hardware and software operator does not need to operate every part of a 

manufacturing cell manually. People has been replaced by computer when control 

manufacturing process. However even a computer should be told production plan in 

advance. As a result an engineer one should establish a detailed activity plan of every 

part combined in a manufacturing cell which tells who will do what kind of activities 

at the appropriate time. This kind of plan is a prototype of cell controller. To fulfill the 

task of cell controlled, a number of cell controller, a kind of computer software 

environment, have been developed. And the most popular ones is programmable logic 

controller (PLC).  

 

For the purpose of understanding PLC code well and know how to apply them in 

temporal production process quickly and convenient. In this thesis it attempts to 

develop a new scheme for crating PLC program. Abandon any software environment 

of generation of PLC program, in this thesis it looks for a way of creating PLC code 

via the interface of Matlab-CoDeSys. In this way, the Stateflow environment of 

Matlab is necessary. The Stateflow environment is developed basing on finite state 

machine theory. With the finite state machine model, a manufacturing cell could be 

translated into a graphical group of states and the transitions between each two states. 

In Stateflow models all of the states of a manufacturing cell defined as a graphical 

symbol and all of the temporal conditions are defined as events, transitions and 

actions. Users can make rules of stating when certain event takes place under which 

condition. Each temporal sequential relationship of states and activities are all 

translated into Stateflow models. It also shows where the manufacturing process 

begins with a default transition. It is easy to alter every part of models when necessary. 

It is possible to translate PLC code automatically by Matlab after every altering. After 

translating PLC code from Stateflow models, the code can be imported into CoDeSys 
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automatically by the interface of Matlab-CoDeSys to test the PLC code. The 

CoDeSys can also generate a report named sampling trace to summarize the result of 

the PLC code testing. All of these steps of generating, verification and validation PLC 

code via the interface of Matlab-CoDeSys discussed in this thesis. Basing on the 

result of verification, it can be concluded that this method is feasible and useful to 

help users more easily in work and research. 
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